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LIVABLE COMMUNITIES  
FOR ALL AGES 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you, its great to be here today. I will be presenting about AARP’s Livable Communities agenda, trends for the 50+ population, and AARP’s  Age Friendly Community Program – which is focused on making communities even better places to live for people of all ages.  My volunteer partner, Patricia Sears will focus specifically on the work underway in Newport. AARP has long supported older adult’s desire to age in place, whether this means to grown old in the home where one raised children or in another non-institutional setting in the community.  During a lifetime, people develop connections to place and form relationships with neighbors, doctors, hairdressers and shopkeepers.  They become intimately familiar with the route to downtown, the rhythm of summer concerts on the town green, the best places to eat.  These associations, are of value to the individual and the community,  we all have a strong connection to place which cannot easily be replicated.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The generally accepted components of a livable community include … Add to the housing bullet, “and all incomes”Many planners and enlightened developers refer to this as smart growth, sustainable development, location-efficient development OR walkable urbanism. At AARP, we embrace all of these components as leading to more livable communities, But to this understanding AARP emphasizes a few other aspirational concepts important to our members … 



 

“A livable community is one that is safe and secure, has affordable and 
appropriate housing and transportation options, and offers supportive 

community features and services. Once in place, those resources enhance 
personal independence; allow residents to age in place; and foster residents’ 

engagement in the community’s civic, economic, and social life.” 
    —AARP Public Policy Institute 

WHAT IS A LIVABLE COMMUNITY? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our organizational definition of a livable community, adopted by our national volunteer Board of Directors.  - safety and security is extremely important to older adults (#1 priority for local investment according to our survey) - affordable, accessible and convenient housing and transportation options - One of the greatest fears we have growing older is losing our personal independence. Communities can inhibit or they can support people’s desire to age in their homes and communities, which is pretty much where everyone says they want to age. “People are not disabled, it’s a poor design environment that disables” - engagement in the community’s civic, economic, and social life.  Too often poor health, a lack of transportation, job discrimination, or simply b/c they didn’t know they were invited denies older adults from being as engaged in the community as they wish and they become isolated within the 4 walls of their home. We strongly believe that if you keep these aspirations of older adults front and center in your planning and implementation of livable communities your community will benefit both socially and economically. You’ll enhance the quality of life not only of your older residents but residents of all ages. 





KEY TAKEAWAYS 

• Demographic change and national trends 
make it imperative that we approach 
community planning differently than we have 
in the past 

• The time to act is NOW 

• Benefits of Livable Communities 

• Livable Communities in Vermont are For ALL 
ages! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toward the end of my time, I’ll do a short demo of the livability index. But first I want to show some examples of what communities around the country are doing to tap into the livability economy, but first let me underscore some demographic trends that make this work imperative NOW. 



AMERICA IS AGING  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I promise not to overwhelm you with charts and graphs—just a few on the demographic  shift that help show you exactly why we are here. [PAUSE]America is growing older – but it is happening faster than most people realize. Take a look at this map. It shows the percentage of the population 65+ in 2010 for all counties in the country. Counties w/Less than 12% of the population are shown in yellow, while those with more than 21% of their population are in blue. 



AMERICA IS AGING  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now this is the complexion of the US in just 5 years from today in 2020. Look at the difference? [TOGGLE a couple times]. While the northwest corner of the state may still be the youngest in Vermont, it is now 15-18% over age 65s and surrounded by dark green and blue counties. About  half the state can expect the share of the older population to grow to more than 1 in 5 residents. People are living longer and that is great– but we are living longer with more chronic conditions- 75% of 65+ population have 1 or more chronic conditions!These chronic conditions can affect many aspects of mobility  - from transportation (driving) to getting out of bed, to walking up stairs, to simply taking milk out the fridge. All of these are mobility concerns. With 60% of adults and 30% of children in Vermont are overweight or obese.  In fact our obesity rate has increased sharply in recent decades – not all Vermonters have access to healthy active lifestyles!  Sadly the state has cut the only obesity prevention funding last year, in the form of CHAMPS grants which support health active lifestyles such as the implementation of complete streets in communities.  
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BOOMERS AND MILLENNIALS: 
CHANGING PREFERENCES 

Source: National Association of Realtors Community 
Preference Survey, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the similarities between Millennials and Boomers? First, both millenials and boomers are the two largest generations in the nation’s history – the baby boomers (currently estimated at 77 million), born between 1946 and 1964, and the roughly 78 million millennials, born from 1980 to 2000 are both at life stages where community, socialization culture and entertainment are paramount. Children are largely absent in the post-nests boomer and pre-nest millennial households.Second, one in four boomers live in central city/ one in three Millennials live in central city in 2011 (Pew Research Center – analysis of Current Population Surveys)Third, Millennial car ownership and driver’s license rates are declining.  From 2001 to 2011 car ownership fell from 72% to 66% and number of licensed drivers also declined from 86% to 83%.  (Pew Research Center)Boomers and Millennial s Preferences are different from other generations. Both generations prefer living closer to work and driving less:6 in 10 respondents would pick smaller home/lot if it meant a commute time of 20 minutes or less. (National Association of Realtors Community Preference Survey 2011)Americans see improving existing communities (57%) and building new developments within existing communities (32%) as much higher priorities than building new developments in the countryside (7%).Attitudes toward traffic solutions have remained consistent over the last seven years. Improving public transportation is viewed as the best answer to traffic congestion by half of the country (50%). Three in ten (30%) prefer building communities where fewer people need to drive long distances to work and shop. Far fewer want to see more roads (18%).



 

WHERE DO WE WANT TO LIVE?  

32% 

44% 

51% 
46% 

29% 
25% 24% 

28% 

37% 

28% 

22% 23% 

Millennials Gen Xers Baby boomers War/Silent

Rural/Small Town Suburbs Cities

Source:  ULI, America in 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multigenerational households have been becoming increasingly more common in the US. In 2010, 6.1% of total households were defined as multigenerational. The number of Americans living in multi-generational households increased by 4.9 million from 2007 to 2009. 7.8 million children under 18 live in homes where the householders are grandparents. Multigenerational households are not exclusive to just the 50+ population moving into their children’s home. Millennial’s are likely to live with their parents as well. In 2010, 85% of new college grads were expected to return home to live. America’s middle-aged and older still report a preference for a small-town or rural lifestyle. However, further exploration reveals that just like millennials, they desire many of the features of a more urban neighborhood:Healthy food (87% all adults)Walkability (50% all adults). Note: “make streets ped friendly” ranked 3rd in importance of local investment among people 50+ in AARP survey 2012. Convenient public transit (32% all adults)The challenge for planners and local policy makers is to figure out how to create walkable urbanism in our towns and suburbs. As age increases so does the importance of:- Being close to healthcare and family and friends. Question:  If you could live anyplace in the next five years, would it be a rural areas, a small town, a medium-sized city, a suburb within a 20-minute drive of a city, a suburb farther than a 20-minute drive to a city, or something else? Generations in 2015:Millennials: Age 18-36Gen X:  Age 37-49Boomer: Age 50-68Silent/War: Age 69+



 

HOW PEOPLE GET AROUND? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vermonters on average spend more on transportation costs than the national average, XXXXGiven that many older adults do not drive and must make ends meet on fixed incomes, they especially benefit from investments made to provide active transportation options.  One in Five adults over the age of 65 does not drive. People who don’t drive are more likely to miss things they would like to do for lack of transportation. Walking is the second most popular means of travel among people 65 plus, regardless of driving status.In both 2001 and 2009, the share of trips by walking ranked second after travel by car. Older adults now take 8.8 percent of their trips on foot. Walking accounts for a greater share of their trips than either public transportation (2.2 percent) or taxi (0.2 percent).Among drivers, eight percent of all trips are taken on foot and nearly 20 percent of the trips by non-drivers are on foot.  Reduced mobility for older non-drivers leads to 15 percent fewer trips to the doctorIt is estimated that women will outlive their driving years by 10; and men will outlive their driving years by 6Older adults chose public transportation for a greater share of their trips—reversing a trend seen in previous decades.  Public Transit use by people age 65+, as a share of all the trips they take, increased by a remarkable 40 percent between 2001 and 2009. This is particularly significant in light of previous declines in public transportation use among persons in this age group.



 

WHAT DO WE WANT IN OUR 
NEIGHBORHOODS?  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP’s Public Policy Institute surveyed more than 4,500 people ages 50 and older through a series of questions related to their preferred community characteristics. What community amenities do older adults want close to home?50% want to be within 1 mile or less from a Bus Stop47% want to be within 1 mile or less from a grocery store42% want to be within 1 mile or less from a park



CONCEPTS OF LIVABLE  
COMMUNITIES  
 • Create walkable and 

healthy communities 
 
• Invest in public 

transportation 
 

• Pull it together 
through coordinated 
land use planning 
 

• Design for 
accessibility 
 

• Protect housing 
affordability  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we create those intimate livable communities where people live today?These communities are investing in walkable neighborhoods, public transportation, TOD. And designing for access—for all ages and abilities. The more success you have in harnessing the livability economy through these measures, the more you need to protect housing affordability. With these I’m not proposing a set of separate actions. They really all work together, simultaneously. 



Livable Community  
Outcomes 

Multiple Benefits  
• Public Health 
• Economic Development 
• Environmental  
• Social Equity 
 
Multiple Beneficiaries  
• People  
• Business  
• Community  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public Health: Supports healthy active lifestyles, physical exercise. Access to public health servicesEconomic 



AARP Livable Community Programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does AARP’s Livable Communities team work?We educate, engage and influence public officials to plan for and enact changes that will improve the ability of 50+ residents to live a high quality life in their community. We also, educate and engage people so they can champion or support positive changes in their communities and make changes to allow them to stay in their homes.Our volunteers support our work by being key leads in communities and supporting advocacy work.Now, we will go over our programs which include the AARP Network of Age-Friendly Communities, Active Living Workshops, Community Walk Audits, and the Home Fit Guide. 



AARP Livability Index 
Domains of Livability  

 HEALTH  
Healthy Behaviors 

Access to Health Care 
Quality of Health Care 

HOUSING 
Housing Accessibility 

Housing Options 
Housing Affordability 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
Water Quality 

Air Quality 
Resilience 

Energy Efficiency 

TRANSPORTATION 
Convenient Transportation Options 

Transportation Costs 
Safe Streets 

Accessible System Design 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
Proximity to Destinations 

Mixed-use Neighborhoods 
Compact Neighborhoods 

Personal Safety 
 

OPPORTUNITY 
Equal Opportunity 

Economic Opportunity 
Education 

Multi-generational 
Communities 

 

ENGAGEMENT 
Internet Access 

Civic Engagement 
Social Engagement 

Equal Rights 

The 
Livability 

Index 

www.livabilityindex.aarp.org 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most older adults want to age in place.Nearly 90% of those 65+ want to stay in their residence for a s long as possible, and Aging in place is the ability to live in one’s own home and community safely, independently and comfortably, regardless of age, income or ability levelAging in place offers numerous benefits to older adults – including life satisfaction, health and self esteem – all of which are key to successful aging.

http://www.livabilityindex.aarp.org/


AARP Livability Index 
How Livable Is Your Community? 



AARP’s Community Walk Audits 
 Too many communities are designed for automobile travel, and only 

automobile travel. In many areas there's little to no consideration 
given to the needs of pedestrians.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An absence of sidewalks, the construction of sidewalks too close to roads, and the lack of sidewalk maintenance are all factors that discourage people from walking. Community “walk audits” help residents and citizen activists identify where and how to improve the walkability of their cities, towns and neighborhoods.The AARP survey was designed in collaboration with members of the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Goal: engage communities in making their streets and neighborhoods more walkable. Individuals or groups can help make walking safer by conducting a simple “walkability” survey. help residents and citizen activists identify where and how to improve the walkability of their cities, towns and neighborhoods.build capacity by promoting a shared language inspire participants to become involved in active living and town planning.



Active Living Workshops 

Workshops have been held in 
Burlington, Jericho and Brattleboro 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP and the Walkable and Livable Communities Institute have developed a module for an active living workshop that engages communities in making their streets and neighborhoods more walkable and livable. The goal of the workshop and related events is to build capacity by promoting a shared language amongst residents, government staff and elected officials; illustrate through examples and audits how walkability and livability benefit a community and how they can be achieved; and inspire each participant to become involved in the movement toward active living.The active living workshop is a one-day event that includes classroom-style sessions, a walking audit and an optional special presentation. The objectives of the workshop are to help participants recognize how planning and design influence community-building visions and goals; give participants an expanded toolkit to draw from to build healthier neighborhoods; and help them better understand how sustainable transportation and land-use patterns work together.



Home Fit Workshops 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP Home Fit Workshops educate participants about the types of home modifications that can help people age-in-place and go about their daily activities while staying comfortable, independent and injury-free.  The AARP Home Fit Workshop Tool Kit is designed to provide AARP state offices and AARP volunteers with presentation resources based on the popular AARP Home Fit Guide.  These resources are intended to provide a range of information and imagery suitable for the various age-groups and population segments within the AARP demographic. Upon completion of this AARP Home Fit event, all participants will: 	- Know how to make their home safer and better	- Have a completed worksheet that identifies Home Fit opportunities to implement at home	- Identify AARP’s free resources that will have the greatest impact on the participant’s efforts to live at home and remain independent (or help someone else maintain independence)



Community Action 
Sponsorship Program  
Burlington & Newport 
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Intended to inspire and support grassroots groups that have a vision 
for their neighborhood or downtown to be more livable.  

– Affordable housing options for older residents 
– Delivery of services to help older adults age in place 
– Public transit  
– Fostering intergenerational and multi-cultural connection 
– Socialization and fostering community connection for older residents 
– Education and awareness about LGBTQ elders 
– Community accessibility for disabled residents 
– Pedestrian infrastructure: sidewalks, amenities, public art, safe  

 street crossings, navigation, etc. 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Advocacy and Policy 
Taming our Roads – Implementing 

Complete Streets Law 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP also advocates for livability such as creating complete streets and safe streets policies and promoting rural transportation as well as inclusive and universal housing design. Complete Streets is a philosophy and approach to planning, design, construction and maintenance of our roadway network to consider all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists and transit riders. The context and current or potential travel patterns need to be considered in determining the appropriate way to meet the needs of all modes of transportation. Not every street or road will be used by a wide variety of modes, but a complete streets approach considers all users, and seeks desirable, practical and affordable improvements that will be accepted by the community….with the intent of a CS project contribute meaningfully to a multi-modal system.



Creating Walkable Healthy 
Communities 

Complete Streets:  Roadways designed to safely accommodate all users of 
all ages: pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and bus riders 

 
 



2
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Streets that accommodate all users are safer for everyone, 
including automobile drivers. 

• Non-drivers need ways to safely get 
around 

• Climate change 
– Transportation accounts for 57% of 

CO2 emissions in VT – higher than US 
• Land Use 

– Complete streets promote more 
compact development  

• Public Health – Healthy Active Living 
• Economic vitality 

 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many communities were not designed to make it easy for residents to walk, bicycle or use public transportation. Transportation networks have been built mainly to accommodate movement of personal cars and cargo traffic as quickly as possible.Pedestrian SafetyAlthough adults 65+ comprised less than 13% of the population in 2008, they were involved in 15% of vehicle fatalities and 19% of pedestrian fatalities. An older pedestrian is 61% more likely to die when hit by a motor vehicle than a younger one. Safe Mobility is crucial for all people, it enable them to enjoy all aspects and stages of life. Streets may be too wide to cross safely, or a lack of sidewalks may hinder a walk to the store or transit stop. Non-drivers need ways to safely get around1 in 5 people age 65+ don’t driveNon-drivers make fewer trips and frequently miss out on things they want to doClimate changeTransportation accounts for 57% of CO2 emissions in VT – higher than USLand UseComplete streets promote more compact development Public Health and Reducing Rates of ObesityBuilt environment is a proven strategy to address rapidly increasing numbers of people who are overweight or obese Economic vitality



Reducing Speed 
 
- Towns can choose to 

take over 
maintenance 
responsibility of 
State highways in 
village centers and 
take additional 
traffic calming 
measures 
 

- On-street parking 
 
 
 

Vergennes, VT 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Reducing Speed 
 

 
- Narrow travel lanes with fog lines 

 
- Hinesburg has now painted three 

town roads with 9’ travel lanes 
 

- VT Roadway Design Manual guides 
width of lanes and shoulders on state 
roads 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Reducing Speed 
 

- Village or City-wide 
speed limits 

 
- Winooski has long had 

a 25mph city-wide 
speed limit 

 
- Burlington approved a 

25mph city-wide speed 
limit in 2011 

Photo: Burlington Free Press 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Bike Strategies 
 
Cycle Tracks – time to try them in 

our region? 
 
• Separated from traffic 

 
• Can be one-way or two-way 

 
• Gives additional comfort to less 

advanced cyclists 
 

• Intersections must be well 
designed 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Intersections and Street Crossings 
 
- Bulb Outs / Curb Extensions 
- Pedestrian islands 
- Count down signals 
- Raised mid-block crosswalks 
 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Right-sizing the road / Road diets  / 4-to-3 lane conversions 
 
• Delivers benefits for drivers, cyclists and pedestrians 
• Relatively low-cost 
• Can be done on some roads with up to 20,000 vehicles / day 
 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Public Transit  
 
- Shelters, benches 

 
- Shade trees 

 
- Solar lighting 

 
- Crosswalk placement 

 
- Pull offs / combined with 

bike lanes 
 

- Bike parking 
 

 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Living Streets  
 
 
 

Creating Walkable Healthy Communities 
Through Complete Streets 



Complete Streets in Action 

33 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Norwich-Route 10A Corridor: Reallocation of Right of WayRoute 10A between Hanover and Norwich is a multimodal corridor, with vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians regularly commuting between the two communities. 2. Cornwall-Route 30: Rural Pedestrian Shoulder Treatment3. Jericho-Main Street: Streetscape and Sidewalk



Newport, Vermont 
An Age Friendly Community 

Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Newport joined the Age Friendly Community Network in Dec. 2013.   The first city in Vermont to join AARP’s Network of Age Friendly Communities.  Newport’s Mayor, Paul Monette, in partnership with the City Council, supported the effort to have Newport join AARP’s Network of Age Friendly Communities on December 6, 2013. Newport is a small, rural community located in the most remote rural region of Vermont known as the Northeast Kingdom, one of the most beautiful, undisturbed, and peaceful parts of the state. Known to many as simply “The Kingdom,” it is cherished by its residents and visitors for its stunning beauty and abundance of natural resources. Newport sits on the southern end of the international Lake Memphremagog, a 32 mile long lake that is shared with Quebec, Canada. The region is rural and sparsely populated, made up of scattered small towns and village centers offering a strong sense of community.  VT does not have county level government but Newport serves as the county seat for the region with many amenities and services, state offices, with social and outdoor activities. The Kingdom is a difficult place to earn a living. Data from August 2015 shows the Newport - Derby labor market area with the highest unemployment rate in the state at 4.9%, down from 5.5% in August 2014 The region is the most isolated and sparsely populated corner of the state, which has resulted in the area being the most economically depressed region of Vermont, with a poverty rate of 18%.This can have an overwhelming effect on the aging population:	16% of the population is over the age of 65 years	5% of those over 65 years old live below the poverty lineIn 2012, the Northeast Kingdom Economic Development Initiative was launched, which is an ambitious set of projects funded by the federal EB-5 Program and spearheaded by the owner of Jay Peak Ski Resort. With $500 million in investments, this project will undoubtedly strengthen the overall vibrancy and vitality of the region.  Development on this scale does not happen regularly in VT and certainly not up in the kingdom – presenting the community and elected officials with a unique opportunityThis is where the Age-Friendly Process Comes IN – it seemed like perfect timing for Newport to join AFC network – which was true for community and business leaders not so much for elected officials at the time (but we will get to that later).  It has taken a great deal of work, partnership and trust to get us where we are today.  Trish, our State President, has been an integral and critical part of our success in the community and has strengthened our relevance and expanded our capacity.  Trish will share more about developing partnerships, gaining support of elected officials that has resulted in leadership.Where we are at in the process of becoming Age Friendly: Finishing up the planning stage of the Age Friendly CycleSurvey Completed and rolled out with the public and city council – the survey has served as a guiding pointDevelopment of the Action Plan – outlining 8 Domains of Livability
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Newport residents age 45+ say to make their towns a place where people can 
successfully age improvements are needed in: 
 
 Job opportunities: flexible job opportunities, job training, jobs to suit people 

with disabilities. 
 

 Town information: community information that is delivered in-person, 
clearly displayed printed information, access to information in a single 
source, and an automated information source.  
 

 Transportation:  ability to easily connect with public transportation outside 
of Orleans County 
 

 Outdoor spaces and public buildings: neighborhood watch programs and 
well-maintained public restrooms that are accessible to all residents.   

Age Friendly Survey Highlights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Assessment:The survey asked recipients questions related to each domain, then analyzed the responses and provided a thorough review of the thoughts, needs and opinions of the respondents. The report also reviewed the top gaps in which features were considered important versus which existed, both overall and per domain. We measured the gaps in service and features for Newport by looking at the difference in the number of residents who said a feature or service was important to have in their town and the number of residents who said a feature or service actually exists.  Newport residents age 45-plus say town features that improve job opportunities, town information, transportation, and outdoor spaces and public buildings are needed to make Orleans County a place where people can successfully age.Job features Newport residents find important include a range of flexible opportunities, jobs adapted to meet the needs of people with disabilities, and training opportunities for older adults to learn a new skill within a current job or train in a different field of work. 



Goal 1: Assess the needs, beliefs and practices of Orleans County employers toward older 
workers and those with disabilities or special needs/considerations.  
 Action Step 1: Create work group for outreach to top 50 employers in Orleans 
 County.  
 Action Step 2: Through business outreach, the work group will document and 
 evaluate the needs, beliefs and practices of employers.  
 Action Step 3: Identify champions and success stories.  
 Action Step 4: Create a report highlighting success stories and current  practices, 
as well as documenting gaps and needs, illustrating how Orleans County employers recruit 
and retain older workers as well as people with a range of disabilities, special needs or 
considerations.  
 
Goal 2: Consider strategy for effective ways to share this information to employers (e.g., 
breakfast/lunch panel, public forum).  
 Action Step 1: Using results from report in Goal 1, plan at least one event for 
 employers to  share success stories with other businesses.  
 
 

Job Opportunities  
Recommendations 



A • Advisory Council – Volunteer Led 
and Stakeholder Driven 
 

• Community and Business  Leaders 
 

• Elected Officials 
 

• Media and the Public 

Community Matters 
 

Nourishing Relationships into Partnerships 

The Advisory Council’s efforts are focused on addressing isolation and 
emphasizing the importance of aging-in-place in a manner that is consistent 

with the region’s vision of its future. 



Thank you! 

Kelly Stoddard Poor, Associate State Director, AARP Vermont 
802.951.1313; kstoddardpoor@aarp.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, thank you very much for your time and attention this morning.  And thank you for being leaders in this movement!Another neighborhood example - Cottage-type community built around a central gathering place [note to us: mention that holy grail is that these homes are built within walking distance to a town center – not sure if they are]
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